Energy gap closure of crystalline molecular hydrogen with pressure
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We study the gap closure with pressure in Phases III and IV of molecular crystalline hydrogen.
Nuclear quantum and thermal effects are considered from first principles with Coupled Electron Ion
Monte Carlo. The fundamental electronic gaps are obtained from grand-canonical Quantum Monte
Carlo methods properly extended to quantum crystals. Nuclear zero point effects cause a large
reduction in the gap (∼ 2eV ). As a consequence the fundamental gap closes at 530GPa for ideal
crystals while at 360GPa for quantum crystals. Since the direct gap remains open until ∼450GPa,
the emerging scenario is that upon increasing pressure in phase III (C2/c-24 crystal symmetry) the
fundamental (indirect) gap closes and the system enters into a bad metal phase where the density of
states at the Fermi level increases with pressure up to ∼450GPa when the direct gap closes. Our
work partially supports the interpretation of recent experiments in high pressure hydrogen.

The metallization of crystalline hydrogen under pressure has attracted considerable attention over the last
century. Predicted to be stable in an atomic bcc lattice
around 25GPa, the mechanism for molecular dissociation was first discussed by Wigner and Huntington [1].
The search for its metallization has driven high pressure
research until the recent [2], still debated [3–6], observation of reflective samples at 495GPa in a Diamond Anvil
Cell (DAC) apparatus. Even though it is the simplest
element and H2 the simplest homonuclear molecule in
nature, the study of hydrogen under extreme conditions
has uncovered rich and unexpected physics [7–9].

The emerging picture is that the transparent insulating
molecular phase III transforms into a strongly absorbing (in the visible) molecular phase at ∼ 350-360GPa
with different IR frequencies, named H2 -PRE or phase VI
[13, 22], with semiconducting characteristics [28]. Hydrogen finally reaches a metallic phase with the observation of
reflective samples at ∼495GPa[2], although disagreement
concerning the pressure scale still remains [4, 13]. New
synchrotron infrared spectroscopy measurements [21] report a reversible collapse of the IR transmission spectrum
at 427GPa, interpreted as a first order transition to the
metallic state, an interpretation criticised in [29].

The mechanism by which the insulating crystal transforms into a conducting crystal is still unclear. Experiments have great difficulty in determining the crystalline
structure and its evolution with pressure because of the
low cross section of hydrogen to X-rays [10–12] and the
exceedingly small volume of the samples for neutron scattering experiments. Structural information are in general
obtained indirectly through vibrational spectroscopy while
electronic structure is probed by optical measurements
[13]. Direct measurements of static conductivity in the
DAC remain inconclusive [14–19]. A complex phase diagram comprising up to at least four different molecular
phases (from I to IV) with different vibrational spectra
has been traced experimentally [8]. Recent experiments
[2, 19–22] searched for the metallization transition at low
temperature (≤ 100K) while raising the pressure in phase
III. Considerable attention has also been paid to the
higher temperature phase IV since its discovery [23–27].

In the present paper we investigate the closure of the
electronic gap of candidate structures for phase III (Cmca12 and C2/c-24) and phase IV (Pc48)[30, 31] within a
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) framework [32]. For the
ideal crystalline structures, we find that the fundamental
gap decreases under pressure from ∼ 3-3.5 eV at ∼250GPa
to a gap closure occurring at 380GPa in the Cmca12
structure and at 530GPa in the C2/c-24 structure. Using
Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo (CEIMC) calculations,
we then include Zero Point Energy (ZPE) and finite temperature effects of the nuclei within a first principles,
non-perturbative Path Integral approach. Extending the
grand canonical method of Ref. [32] to determine the electronic gap of the quantum crystal at finite temperature,
we observe a strong gap reduction of ∼ 2eV due to nuclear
quantum effects while temperature effects below 300K
are minor. At 200K the fundamental indirect gap closes
around 330GPa in the Cmca-12 structure and at 380GPa
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in the C2/c-24 structure. Raising the temperature of the
C2/c-24 structure to 290K reduces transition pressure to
340GPa while decreasing it to 100K does not give any
noticeable effect. Our new methods for calculating energy
gaps allows us to benchmark DFT functionals not only
for thermodynamics and structural properties, but also
for excitation energies, and, therefore, to improve the
theoretical predictions of low energy optical properties.
Method. The primary information for theoretical
investigations of solids are the crystalline structures. Candidates structures for high pressure phases have been
obtained by ab initio Random Structural Search methods
[30, 31, 33, 34]. For the phase III we consider C2/c-24
and Cmca-12, which are among the lowest free energy
structures in ground state QMC calculations assuming
harmonic phonons corrections (with DFT-PBE) [35, 36].
For Phase IV we consider only Pc48, since the recently
proposed Pca21 structure [34] is found to be rather similar to Pc48 after geometry relaxation with the vdW-DF
functional. We first consider ideal structures (meaning
that the protons are point particles fixed at lattice sites)
relaxed at constant pressure with the DFT-vdW-DF functional. Quantum crystals, with protons represented by
path integrals at finite temperature, are addressed with
CEIMC at constant volume[37]. All systems considered
here have 96 protons in nearly cubic supercells. Optimized Slater-Jastrow-Backflow trial wave functions have
been used for the CEIMC calculations [38]; details of the
CEIMC simulations are reported in Ref.[39], Averages
over ionic positions are computed using 40 statistically
independent configurations from the CEIMC trajectories.
For a given fixed nuclear configuration, the fundamental
energy gap is obtained by considering systems with a variable number of electrons n ∈ [−6, 6] where n = Ne − Np
(see SM). For each system we perform RQMC calculations
with imaginary-time projection t =2.00 Ha−1 and time
step τ =0.01 Ha−1 for up to 6 × 6 × 6 Monkhorst-Pack
grid of twists. We check that those values are adequate for
converging the band gaps within our resolution. The fundamental gap is obtained from grand canonical Quantum
Monte Carlo calculations (GCQMC) employing twisted
boundary conditions and corrected for finite size effects in
leading and next-to-leading order as described in Ref. [32].
Extending calculations of the fundamental gap to quantum crystals, the trace over nuclear degrees of freedom
must be taken with care. In the semiclassical approximation, the fundamental gap is the smallest electronic
excitation energy that occurs from quantum or thermal
fluctuations of the lattice. Strictly speaking in this approach the gap is always closed, since the probability of
a proton configuration with a metallic character is never
precisely zero. For dense hydrogen, in the structures considered here, phonon energies are of order 0.1 − 0.5 eV
[31]. Hence the proton motion is dominated by zero point
motion for temperatures less than 1000K, so the semiclassical approach is not appropriate. Electronic energies
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FIG. 1: Pressure dependence of the fundamental energy gap
for ideal crystals. Closed circles indicate results from this
work for C2/c-24 (blue), Cmca-12 (orange) and Pc48 (green)
lattices, open circles are results from GW calculation for the
C2/c-24 lattice. All these lattices were optimized with the
vdw-DF functional[35]. Closed triangles are QMC results for
C2/c-24 structure optimized with the BLYP functional[40].
Open squares and triangles are GW results from Refs [41–43]
for C2/c-24 (blue) and Cmca-12 (orange) optimized with the
PBE functional. Note that pressures from RQMC are
10-15GPa lower than the nominal optimization pressure.
Lines are guides to the eyes.

should be averaged over the nuclear configurations corresponding to the protonic ground state. The gap will be
given by the minimum of the average excitation energies.
This is always larger than the semiclassical gap. Figure 4 illustrates typical results for the integrated density
of states as a function of (electronic) chemical potential.
The gap of the quantum crystal can be directly read off
from the width of the incompressible region similar to
ideal crystal calculations. Detailed information on our
grand-canonical band gap approach for quantum nuclei
is provided in the Supplementary Material.
Results. Figure 1 shows estimates of the fundamental
gap for three ideal crystal structures as a function of
pressure. The gap decreases with pressure in a similar
fashion for all structures: Cmca-12 has the smallest gap,
followed by C2/c-24 and by Pc48. We find reasonable
agreement with the QMC estimates of Ref. [40] for the
C2/c-24 structure [44]. References [41–43] report smaller
values of the gap based on GW. We believe this disagreement is primarily due to the lattice geometry that has
been optimized at constant pressure with PBE in Refs
[41–43] and with vdW-DF in the present work. It has
been previously observed that PBE provides longer H2
bonds and smaller gap values [45, 46]. Indeed, GW results from structures optimized with vdw-DF [35] are in
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FIG. 2: Fundamental gap of quantum crystals at finite
temperature. Closed circles indicate results from this work,
for the three structures at various temperature as detailed in
the legend. PIMD-DFT results at 200K obtained with two
different XC approximations, namely HSE (downward open
triangles) and vdW-DF2(upward open triangles) and the
semiclassical averaging are reported for comparison [45].

excellent agreement with our predictions.
Values of the gap from GCQMC for quantum crystals
at various temperatures and pressures are shown in Fig. 2:
they are smaller by ∼2eV from the ideal crystal. Zero
point motion is almost entirely responsible for this reduction. Note that the gap hardly changes from 300K to
200K within our estimated errors. Qualitatively similar to
ideal crystals, the Cmca-12 gap is smaller than the C2/c24 gap at T=200K, the former closing around 340GPa
while the latter at higher pressures ∼380GPa within our
pressure grid. As for the Pc-48 structure at T=430K
(phase IV) the gap values are slightly below the values for
C2/c-24 at 200K. Our results show that the value of the
electronic gap becomes fairly independent of the specific
crystalline structure of the molecular quantum crystals.
On the same figure we report gap values for C2/c-24 structure at T=200K from Path Integral Molecular Dynamics
(PIMD) simulations [45] with two different DFT functionals, namely HSE [47] and vdW-DF2 [48]. As vdW-DF2
underestimates the molecular bond lengths of the ideal
crystalline structure [46], its PIMD configurations are
expected to bias the electronic gap towards larger values.
Our results do not agree with predictions of Ref. [49] (not
shown) yielding a metallic state for C2/c-24 at 300GPa
and 300K. However, they are based on less controlled
assumptions such as using “scissor corrected” BLYP band
structure and an ad hoc procedure for including nuclear
motion.
For all structures considered the observed fundamen-
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FIG. 3: GCQMC gaps for C2/c-24 ideal (indirect - open blue
circles) and C2/c-24 quantum crystal at T = 200K (indirect open blue rightward triangles, direct - blues closed squares)
and Cmca-12 quantum crystal at T = 200K (direct - orange
closed squares). Experimental estimates are reported for
comparison: indirect gap from the Tauc analysis at 100K
(phase III), (Loubeyre-Tauc - open black squares)[50], and at
300K (phase IV), (Howie - open black rightward triangles)
[17, 24]; direct gap from absorbance at 100K (Loubeyre)
[21, 50]. The Tauc analysis overestimates the indirect gap by
the energy of the emitted phonon ∼ 0.1 − 0.5eV. Including
this effect will reduce the difference between experiment and
theory.

tal gap is indirect. An estimate of the direct gap can be
obtained from the twist resolved grand-canonical QMC results as shown in Fig. 3[51]. For Cmca-12 we observe that
the direct and indirect gaps are very close to each other,
in particular their closure occurs at the same pressure
∼ 350GP a. However, for C2/c-24 the two gaps deviate from each other above 300GPa with an open direct
gap until ∼ 450GP a. Therefore, while Cmca-12 becomes
metallic around 350GPa, hence reflective, C2/c-24 shows
an intermediate pressure region where the fundamental
indirect gap is closed but the direct vertical gap remains
open. In this region, we expect the filling of the electronic density of states around the Fermi level to occur
progressively with pressure, as qualitatively reported in
Ref. [39]. This indicates the formation of a bad metal
with properties similar to a semi-metal upon closure of
the indirect gap, a scenario strongly supporting the recently proposed experimental picture [13, 22, 28]. The
non-vanishing direct gap naturally explains the reported
observation of absorbing (black) hydrogen around 320-360
GPa (depending on the experimental pressure scale) until
the direct gap decreases to below 0.5eV (slightly before
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FIG. 4: Integrated density of states for C2/c-24 quantum
crystals at 200K from GCTABC-RQMC (points) and HSE
(smooth lines) at various pressures.

closure)[50].
Fig. 3 also shows the experimental estimates of both the
indirect and direct gaps using optical absorption spectra.
The indirect gap value is extracted from a Tauc analysis
of the absorption profiles at 300K (Phase IV) [17, 24] and
100K (Phase III) [25, 50][52]. The direct gap at 100K
(phase III) has been estimated as the energy when the IR
absorption profile equals 30000cm−1 [21, 50]. First, we
note that the indirect gap value seems to depend very little
on both temperature and structure [53], in agreement
with our finding. Second, there is a good agreement
between experiments and our prediction for the indirect
gap, although QMC values are slightly lower. However,
the Tauc analysis of Refs [17, 24, 50] does not consider the
energy of the emitted or absorbed phonons. At considered
temperatures, thermal occupation of the phonons can be
neglected, so that the experimental numbers in the figure
overestimate the indirect gap by typical phonon energies
emitted in the transition, ∼ 0.1 − 0.5eV, improving the
agreement with our theoretical values. Third, there is
a very good agreement between the experimental direct
gap and the direct gap of the C2/c-24 structure beyond
350GPa, while at lower pressures the experimental gaps
are definitively larger than QMC predictions by roughly
1eV.
In order to understand better the experimental estimate
of the direct gap, we have calculated optical properties
within the Kubo-Greenwood (KG) framework using KohnSham (KS) orbitals. To reduce the bias of the underlying
DFT functional, we have benchmarked the XC approximations to reproduce the behavior of the QMC density
of states close to the gap. In Fig. 4 for the C2/c-24 crystals at 200K, we compare the electronic excess density,
ne − np , as a function of electronic chemical potential,
µ, from QMC and from DFT-HSE [54]. The observed
plateau at ne − np = 0 is the signature of the indirect
gap being open. Deviations from the plateau on both
sides characterize the density of states of the valence and
conduction band close to the band edges. As shown in

Fig. 4 the HSE approximation provides slightly smaller
values of the fundamental gap and reproduces reasonably
well the integrated density of states from GCQMC around
the Fermi energy (see the SM section for more details).
We therefore employed HSE to compute optical properties
within the Kubo-Greenwood (KG) formalism exploiting
the KGEC code [55] in the QuantumEspresso suite [56].
For thermal and quantum crystals considered here, the
William-Lax (WL) semiclassical (SC) approximation [57–
61] is not appropriate as pointed out above. Therefore,
instead of a joint density of states based on excitation
energies for each nuclear configuration entering the WL
expression, we have used the corresponding one based on
electronic energies averaged over ionic zero point motion.
This is more appropriate for the low temperatures considered here (see Supplementary Material). In Fig. 5 we
report the absorption profiles from the C2/c-24 crystals
at T=200K and different pressures [62] and we compare
with experimental profiles from Refs [21, 50] obtained at
T=100K. In general we observe a higher absorption than
in experiments at comparable pressure. We have checked
that this disagreement cannot be explained by the temperature difference. The thick horizontal line corresponds
to the value of the absorption used in the experiments to
extract the value of the direct gap, assuming a constant
absorption coefficient of 30000cm−1 at energy equal to
the direct gap. Our results do not support this assumption. We marked each profile with a red dot at the energy
corresponding to the observed direct gap and we observe
a strong change with pressure in the absorption at that
energy. This is related to the change with pressure of the
energy spectrum around the band edges. We note that a
clear signature of the direct gap is present in our profiles
as a change of slope near the red points.
Conclusions. We have studied the closure of the fundamental gap with pressure of candidate structures of
molecular hydrogen in phase III (C2/c-24 and Cmca-12)
and phase IV (Pc48), employing a recently developed
method entirely based on Quantum Monte Carlo. Considering quantum nuclei at finite temperature, we observe
a strong reduction of the energy gap with respect to the
ideal structures (∼ 2eV) caused by the Zero Point Motion of nuclei. The large Zero Point effect reduces the
differences observed between ideal structures. At 200K
the fundamental (indirect) gap of the C2/c-24 structure
closes ∼ 370-380GPa while the gap of the Cmca-12 closes
at ∼ 340GPa. We observe a reasonable agreement with
experimental determinations of indirect gaps from optical
absorption profiles. While for Cmca-12 the direct gap is
almost identical to the indirect gap, in particular they
both close around 340GPa, for C2/c-24 the direct gap
remains open until ∼ 450GPa about 70 − 80GPa beyond
the closure of the indirect gap. In this range of pressure
the system is a bad metal (or semi-metal) suggesting a
scenario that qualitatively supports recent experiments
[19, 20, 22, 28]. In Refs [19, 28] no discontinuities in the
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FIG. 5: Absorption spectra from HSE band structure for
C2/c-24 quantum crystals (solid lines) and comparison with
the available experimental profiles (opened and filled circles).
The absorption spectra from HSE has been shifted in energy
by an amount equal to the difference between QMC and HSE
direct gap. The reported pressure are as in figure 4 (see the
colors). The red dots indicate the location in energy of the
direct gap of figure 3. Experimental pressures are: 296GPa open orange circles [50] (corrected by 20 GPa as was
suggested in more recent work [21]), 386GPa - magenta filled
circles and 406GPa - red filled circles [21])

Raman vibrational spectrum are reported when entering
the semi-metallic phase, while in Refs [20, 22] new IR
vibron peaks are reported in this pressure range and ascribed to a structural phase transition. They have been
tentatively assigned to a transition from the C2/c-24 to
the Cmca-12 structure. Our results discard Cmca-12 as
a possible candidate since it is metallic in this range of
pressure.
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